
FIFTH AVENUE THEATER HOUSES PIRATES OF PENZANCE BY ARTHUR

SULLIVAN

The Pirates of Penzance; or, The Slave of Duty is a comic opera in two acts, with music by Arthur Sullivan and libretto
by W. S. Gilbert. The opera's official premiere was at the Fifth Avenue Theatre in New York Pirates was the fifth Gilbert
and Sullivan collaboration and introduced the much-parodied "Major- General's Song".

I was a stupid nurserymaid, on breakers always steering, And I did not catch the word aright, through being
hard of hearing; Mistaking my instructions, which within my brain did gyrate, I took and bound this promising
boy apprentice to a pirate. The orchestra, extracted from regional professionals, played very well and though
some numbers were a little slow, conductor Andrew Nicklin led a strong, stylistically informed performance.
Sullivan incorporated some of the Pinafore music into a separate program he was conducting at Covent
Garden; interest in the musical grew as a result, and the production began to draw audiences. I mustn't tell
you; it wouldn't be right. Writing about patter songs , Shaw, in his capacity as a music critic, praised "the
time-honored lilt which Sir Arthur Sullivan, following the example of Mozart and Rossini , chose for the lists
of accomplishments of the Major-General in The Pirates or the Colonel in Patience. The pirates depart, leaving
Frederic and Ruth. Samuel Of course: we are orphans ourselves, and know what it is. Frederic sees a group of
beautiful young girls approaching the pirate lair, and realises that Ruth misled him about her appearance "Oh
false one! By Andrew H. Always act in accordance with the dictates of your conscience, my boy, and chance
the consequences. I'm sure I don't know why, but we don't. In a trinity of obligations, John Savournin directed,
choreographed and sang the Pirate King in a well thought-out production with no little sense of tasteful
humour. It is true that I admire you very much, but I have been constantly at sea since I was eight years old,
and yours is the only woman's face I have seen during that time. Ruth Oh, pardon! Away from this
consideration, the score of The Pirates of Penzance is one upon which Mr. Pirate King Oh, Ruth is very well,
very well indeed. But with the new-found success of Pinafore came continued disagreements amongst
investors regarding returns on the show. They still are, though years have rolled over their heads. All weep.
For example, early versions depicted the Pirate King as the servant of the pirate band, [70] and the words of
the opening chorus were, "Pour, O King, the pirate sherry". Sullivan must have bestowed earnest
consideration, for independently of its constant flow of melody, it is written throughout for voices and
instruments with infinite care, and the issue is a cabinet miniature of exquisitely defined proportions. It
follows the pattern of most Savoy opera overtures: a lively opening the melody of "With cat-like tread" , a
slow middle section "Ah, leave me not to pine alone" , and a concluding allegro in a compressed sonata form ,
in which the themes of "How beautifully blue the sky" and "A paradox, a paradox" are combined. Act II  The
pirates leap to the attack, and the police rush to the defence; but the police are easily defeated, and the Pirate
King urges the captured Major-General to prepare for death. John Hollingshead, manager of the popular
Gaiety Theatre, commissioned Sullivan in to pair with Gilbert to compose a comic opera for production. The
girls are fascinated by him, but all reject him, except one: Mabel, responds to his plea, chiding her sisters for
their lack of charity "Oh sisters deaf to pity's name for shame! Ruth Nay, dear master, my mind has long been
gnawed by the cankering tooth of mystery. The hand-picked gentlemen of the chorus, ranging from early 20s
to almost 70, gelled remarkably well vocally and dramatically, the older singers managing to sustain the same
impressive level of energy displayed by the younger. The Sergeant of Police and his corps arrive to announce
their readiness to arrest the pirates "When the foeman bares his steel". The other girls discuss whether to
eavesdrop or to leave the new couple alone "What ought we to do? Frederic invites the pirates to give up
piracy and go with him, so that he need not destroy them, but the Pirate King says that, contrasted with
respectability, piracy is comparatively honest "Oh! The Sergeant has one stratagem left: he demands that the
pirates yield "in Queen Victoria's name"; the pirates, overcome with loyalty to their Queen, do so.


